
CHAPTER 8

I he  Making ot a Youth Culture

I HAVE MY FREEDOM, BUT I DON'T HAVE MUCH TIME.

—The Rolling Stones

In October 1955, an announcement of a poetry reading circulated around the
North Beach neighborhood of San Francisco. "Remarkable collection of an-
gels all gathered at once in the same spot," it promised. "Wine, music, danc-
ing girls, serious poetry, free satori. Small collection for wine and postcards.
Charming event." The venue was the Six Gallery, a converted auto-repair shop.

Both the reading and the whimsical notice were the creation of 29-year-
old writer Allen Ginsberg. During the previous decade, Ginsberg's life had
wildly diverged from values most Americans held dear. A Jew and a homo-
sexual, he entered Columbia University in 1944 on scholarship. Within
months, he was suspended for writing an obscenity on his dirty dormitory
window to irk a careless cleaning lady. Then he got arrested for letting a po-
etic drifter named Herbert Huncke hide stolen goods in his apartment. To
avoid jail, Ginsberg agreed to spend several months in a psychiatric hospi-
tal. There, he and a fellow patient feigned insanity by smashing down on the
keys of a piano while screaming at the top of their lungs.

Ginsberg was an exceedingly generous soul. He delighted in sharing his
poetic visions, his semen, and a variety of mind-altering drugs with an ever
expanding number of male writers—including erstwhile college football
player Jack Kerouac, who later published the autobiographical novel On the
Road. Ginsberg also read deeply in the sacred texts of Zen Buddhism and be-
came a lifelong devotee (which explains his reference to satori—Japanese for
"a state of enlightenment").

With little money, the young poet worked at odd jobs and slept on bor-
rowed beds in various Manhattan apartments belonging to his friends. Gins-
berg also found time to travel around North America. In Mexico, he marveled
at intricate temple ruins, took long hikes wearing nothing but shoes, built a
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148 America Divided

Allen Ginsberg, c. 1970. Source: Russell Reif/Archive Photos

set of wooden drums that he played at all hours, and harvested cocoa beans
alongside Mayan Indians. He hitchhiked to Florida, flew to Cuba in expecta-
tion of orgies that did not occur, and then returned to Greenwich Village.

By the time he arrived in the San Francisco Bay Area in the mid-'50s,
Ginsberg was at the center of a small but growing band of young artists and
erotic adventurers one of them dubbed the Beat Generation. "Beat" was Jack
Kerouac's term; in half-serious tribute to his Catholic upbringing, he claimed
it was short for "beatitude." By 1955 a few articles about the group had ap-
peared in newspapers and small magazines. But most Americans were quite
unaware of their outrageous escapades and unorthodox spiritual quests. That
would change after Ginsberg's performance at the Six Gallery.

Ginsberg was nervous as he stepped to the front of the small stage to re-
cite a long poem entitled, simply, "Howl." He had never read poetry in pub-
lic before and had bolstered himself with many glasses of cheap wine. But al-
most immediately, his exuberance began to flow:
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The Making of a Youth Culture 149

I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness,
starving hysterical naked,
dragging themselves through negro streets at dawn looking for an
angry fix,
angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly connection
to the starry dynamo in the machinery of light . . . 2

From that opening to the poem's last lines—"in my dreams you walk
dripping from a sea-journey on the highway across America in tears to the
door of my cottage in the Western night"—Ginsberg swirled together can-
did glimpses of his own life with laments about the damage American cul-
ture had done to maverick souls. Ginsberg's name for that culture was
"Moloch," a Semitic deity who gobbled up children. As the crowd whooped
and Kerouac yelled "Go" from a corner of the stage, Ginsberg chanted a
series of rapid portraits of the (mostly unnamed) "best minds" on their
wild ride of the past decade: "who got busted in their pubic beards re-
turning through Laredo with a belt of marijuana for New York . . . or pur-
gatoried their torsos night after night with dreams, with drugs, with wak-
ing nightmares, alcohol and cock and endless balls." In the face of sexual
repression and Cold War hysteria, he and his friends had emerged,
strangely triumphant.

That evening at the Six Gallery was a declaration of independence from
the rigid, authoritarian order the Beats believed was throttling the nation. It
enabled the Beats to create themselves as an icon-smashing legend. Rebel
dramatist Michael McClure later wrote, "In all our memories no one had been
so outspoken in poetry before—we had gone beyond a point of no return—
and we were ready for it. ... None of us wanted to go back to the gray, chill,
militaristic silence . . . to the spiritual drabness."3 "Howl" was indeed a protest
against social evils. But Ginsberg drew no distinction between those who re-
sisted Moloch by letting "themselves be fucked in the ass by saintly motor-
cyclists" and other sorts of heretics who handed out "Supercommunist pam-
phlets in Union Square," mecca of a once-influential American left. Surviving
on one's own terms was rebellion enough.

Some powerful San Franciscans clearly agreed. In May 1957, vice-
seeking local police arrested Lawrence Ferlinghetti, the publisher of Howl and
Other Poems, at his North Beach bookstore where the book was sold. The
trial was reported around the world; it ended in acquittal. In his decision,
the presiding judge hewed to the standard for obscenity recently laid down
by the Supreme Court; "Howl," ruled the judge, was not "entirely lacking in
social importance."4

Sexual controversy proved a splendid form of advertising. Ginsberg's brief
volume sold well over 100,000 copies during the next few years. And, in
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150 America Divided

1966, the Supreme Court, in the case of Redrup v. New York, essentially aban-
doned its role as a moral guardian of the arts. Liberal intellectuals argued
that censorship could backfire, encouraging the victims of repression to seek
"unhealthy" sexual outlets.5

The Beats helped to plant seeds that would sprout, quite luxuriantly, dur-
ing the 1960s and after—particularly among white people in their teens and
twenties. One was a desire for sexual adventure, untethered to the values of
monogamy and heterosexuality that had reigned supreme in the Western
world since the dawn of Christianity. Another was glorification of the out-
law spirit, as embodied in men and women who viewed conventional jobs
and sanitized entertainment as akin to a living death. Millions of young peo-
ple would act out such beliefs with the aid of illegal drugs like marijuana,
peyote, and especially LSD. The Beats also generated a romantic yearning for
"authentic" experiences, which they associated with poor and working-class
people, black and white and Latino. The cultural downscaling of middle-class
white youths would take place most energetically through the mushrooming
medium of rock 'n' roll. In 1960 an obscure English band paid tribute to
Ginsberg and friends by changing their name to the Beatles.6

The congregation of Beats also helped generate a new burst of spiritual-
ity—at once more personal, eclectic, and fervent than the kind found in most
established churches and synagogues. Seeking alternative routes to the tran-
scendent, many Americans explored aspects of the Buddhist and Hindu tradi-
tions, and invented their own recombinant faiths. Finally, "Howl" proclaimed
the perilous beauty of small, beloved communities composed of rebels loyal
to no one but each other and bound by a common vision of hedonistic liber-
ation. To belong to such a fellowship was to believe that one grasped the cause
of all contemporary miseries and, perhaps, possessed the key to healing them.

Such notions flowered among members of a generation whose dreams
seemed unlimited. Familiar with a world of mass consumption, many
middle-class white baby boomers believed that an era of perpetual affluence
and total freedom of choice was at hand. They were eager, at least for a few
years, to forego the quest for economic security and its material tokens that
had driven their elders. By the early '60s, youth communities had sprung up
on the outskirts of college campuses, often in cheap housing available near
black or Latino ghettos. South Campus in Berkeley, Mifflin Street in Madi-
son, Wisconsin, and the neighborhood behind the Drag in Austin, Texas,
were among the more famous of such venues. Surrounded by one's peers and
largely free from the responsibilities of career, family, and mortgage, young
people could experiment with their bodies and minds in ways that usually
shocked and enraged older people raised amid the constricted horizons of
the Great Depression and World War II.

At the same time, the "generation gap" was often a matter of differences
more stylistic than ideological. Cultural rebels were acting out a vision of in-
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The Making of a Youth Culture 151

dividual fulfillment as old as the free market and the Protestant Reformation.
"To dance beneath the diamond sky with one hand waving free," sang Bob
Dylan who, as a teenager, read Ginsberg's poetry and later became his friend.7

Young people who consumed psychedelic ("mind-revealing") drugs and
attended rock concerts grumbled about big corporations and the warfare/
welfare state, but had little notion of what might replace them.

Meanwhile, some of the nation's biggest corporations quickly learned to
tap the generation gap with slogans like Pepsi's ("For those who think young")
and low-slung, fast cars like the Ford Mustang. "To be young is to be with
it," remarked a business journalist in 1968. "Youth is getting the hard sell."
Advertising agencies, filled with people who considered themselves hip and
creative, churned out commercials that made fun of conformity, snobs, and
the very products they were selling.8 "Moloch" proved to be a most accom-
modating fellow.

Still, there was a rebellious edge to the youth culture of the 1960s that
retains its capacity to fascinate some Americans and to repel others. What
was fresh and daring about the phenomenon always intermingled with its
tendency to equate freedom with bigger and better thrills. Many young peo-
ple combined the breaking of taboos with an effortless shift in consumer
habits. Others followed the Beats in exalting the former and scorning the lat-
ter. Inevitably, the persistent hierarchy of wealth, race, and status framed
one's opinions and cultural options. The lifestyle of a white suburbanite who
attended Harvard or MIT mixed uneasily with that of a black youth from
across the river in Roxbury who, after a few years of high school and a few
weeks of boot camp, was likely to end up in Vietnam.

One way to understand this complex, but seldom boring, phenomenon
is to focus on sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll—the triad that became a clicheed
marker for the entire popular culture of the young. That daring experiences
could so rapidly turn into commonplace ones helps reveal how much changed
during those years—and why many Americans feared and resisted the cul-
tural transformation.

What was the "sexual revolution" of the 1960s? Most significantly, it was
an insurgency rooted in the conviction that the erotic should be celebrated
as an utterly normal part of life. Thus, Hugh Hefner's Playboy magazine helped
legitimate the mass marketing of female nudity—by coupling abundant pho-
tos of young women (accompanying text stressed their wholesome values and
career ambitions) to a "philosophy" that equated multiple sex partners with
the drinking of good liquor and the wearing of sleek clothes. Thus, popular
comedian Lenny Bruce mocked censors who had no problem with violence
in films but forbid any depiction of sexual intercourse (which Bruce, a Jew,
called schtupping—Yiddish slang—to avoid trouble with the police): "Well,
for kids to watch killing—Yes; but schtupping—No! Cause if they watch schtup
pictures, they may do it some day."9 Thus, high school girls screamed or-
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152 America Divided

gasmically at the very sight of Elvis Presley and the Beatles. Some ran en masse
after their idols and tore away bits of their clothing. Thus, Helen Gurley
Brown's 1962 best-seller Sex and the Single Girl encouraged her typical reader
to have sex whenever "her body wants to" and gave birth to Cosmopolitan
magazine.10 Thus, many gay men and lesbians rejected their burdens of self-
hatred and "came out" to friends, families, and coworkers.

The most avid participants in all this were in their teens and twenties,
the age of sexual awakening. Millions of the young abandoned old strictures
against premarital intercourse, oral sex, and candid public discussion of all
aspects of lovemaking. In the "underground" newspapers that proliferated in
youth communities, one could find guilt-free narratives of erotic experiences
and personal ads that either offered or requested partners of every conceiv-
able persuasion. Sweeping changes in technology and the law lessened the
fear of pregnancy. The birth control pill, first available in 1960, and the spread
of legal abortions in a number of states, gave young women, for the first time,
options they themselves could control.

Higher education was in the front line of the sexual "revolution." Grad-
ually over the course of the '60s, students pressured college authorities, who
had traditionally acted as surrogate parents, to stop policing their carnal lives.
Attacked first and most successfully were "parietal" rules that strictly limited
the hours when men could visit women in their dormitory rooms and vice
versa. Administrators were more reluctant to acquiesce to off-campus co-
habitation. In 1968 Barnard College disciplined a student named Linda
LeClair for lying about the fact that she was living with her boyfriend. Hun-
dreds of her fellow students, as well as many faculty members, protested the
decision. In the end, college officials meted out a rather strange "punish-
ment": LeClair was barred from the Barnard cafeteria.11

Those who argued the cause of sexual liberty in the 60s could cite some
well-known studies in their defense. The most prominent of these was the
Kinsey Report, two thick volumes of interviews with some 18,000 white adults
about their sexual practices. The report—a volume on men published in 1948
and one on women in 1953—exploded the myth of a puritanical America.
Over a third of the men told the biologist Alfred Kinsey and his team of re-
searchers that they had achieved orgasm via a homosexual act, while a large
majority admitted to premarital intercourse, often with a prostitute. Over half
the women confessed to sexual activity before marriage; most, like the men,
said they masturbated regularly when no partner was available. The gulf be-
tween the public morality of Americans and their private pleasures was hard
to ignore. In a golden age of social science, the Kinsey Report set a new stan-
dard for sexual realism.

But critics quickly pointed out that Kinsey and his associates were traf-
ficking in secondhand knowledge. The researchers made no attempt to judge
whether people had told them the truth. That was not a problem for Dr.
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The Making of a Youth Culture 153

William Masters and his coworker (and future wife) Virginia Johnson. In a
laboratory on the campus of Washington University in St. Louis, the couple
observed hundreds of men and women having orgasms, some with a partner
and others through masturbation.

Masters and Johnson shared a mission—to help every adult achieve max-
imum sexual pleasure. In 1966 huge sales of their first book, Human Sexual
Response, seemed to further that goal. Readers who managed to slog through
the couple's often obscure prose (and millions of others who read or heard
their findings distilled in the media) learned one critical fact: the clitoris, not
the vagina, was the site of female orgasm. Masters and Johnson also discov-
ered that women could have multiple orgasms in rapid order; thus, the fe-
male of the species was sexually superior to the male. The couple also rec-
ommended various methods, based on their research, for curing impotence
and premature ejaculation. Despite or perhaps because of their assumption
that good sex was merely a matter of correct technique, Masters and John-
son seemed to many Americans like liberators. One newspaper headlined a
glowing review of their work, "A Short Course in How to Be Happy."12

Homosexuals probably benefited most from the new tolerance toward sex-
ual matters. Until the 1960s, with few exceptions, their intimate lives had to be
kept hidden. Exposure stripped uncounted numbers of men and women of their
children, jobs, military careers, and reputations. Every authority—from
churches to the federal government to the American Psychiatric Association—
agreed that homosexuality was a form of "perversion" whose victims had to be
cured, lest their depravity spread to others. Metropolises harbored a homosex-
ual underground of bars, restaurants, and pornographic movie theaters. But such
institutions were always fair game for police raids. In the early 1950s, police in
the District of Columbia arrested over a thousand adults a year for homosex-
ual activity, and comparable totals were registered in other big cities.13 Guilt
and self-hatred drove many homosexuals to alcoholism and others to suicide.

In the '50s, the Kinsey Report and the ribald candor of the Beats cracked
open the wall of fear and loathing. In the '60s, the youth culture's embrace
of open and promiscuous sexuality dismantled it. By the end of the decade,
a growing number of homosexuals were proudly calling themselves "gay" and
celebrating behavior they had once felt forced to conceal. Some gay activists
even advised "straights" to learn from their example. The essayist Paul Good-
man wrote in 1969:

queer life . . . can be profoundly democratizing, throwing together every class and
group more than heterosexuality does. . . . I myself have cruised rich, poor, mid-
dle class, and petit bourgeois; black, white, yellow and brown; scholars, jocks and
dropouts; farmers, seamen, railroad men, heavy industry, light manufacturing, com-
munications, business and finance, civilians, soldiers and sailors, and once or twice
cops. There is a kind of political meaning, I guess, in the fact that there are so many
types of attractive human beings.14
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154 America Divided

Nearly all the ardent champions of the new sexuality, whether straight
or gay, were male. Young women could applaud the "discovery" of clitoral
orgasms and the loosening of restrictions on where they could live and with
whom. But it was men who produced the words and pictures that challenged
obscenity statutes. And only men equated personal liberation with the desire,
even the right to have sex with a diversity of partners, regardless of emo-
tional commitment. This conviction united Hugh Hefner, a mansion-dwelling
millionaire, with the working-class revolutionary John Sinclair, flamboyant
leader of a popular Detroit rock band, the MC-5, and of the White Panther
Party, a radical youth group briefly active in the Midwest. "We have found,"
asserted Sinclair, "that there are three essential human activities of the great-
est importance to all persons, and that people are . . . healthy in proportion
to their involvement in these activities: rock and roll, dope, and fucking in
the streets. . . . We suggest the three in combination, all the time."15

For biological and cultural reasons, few women had ever embraced such
a raging vision. The male libido, when unrestrained by custom or law, often
led to rape, unwanted pregnancy, and/or abandonment. In 1968 the White
Panthers slipped into their manifesto the line, "Fuck your woman so hard
. . . she can't stand up."16 Some men reading that cringed, but, for women,
it confirmed the link between sex and subordination that all the glee about
"liberation" had somehow neglected. This became a major theme of the thou-
sands of "consciousness-raising" groups that sprang up by the end of the
decade—free spaces where women spoke honestly about the pain that in-
equality and a lack of both respect and self-respect had caused.

Budding feminists angrily rejected the countercultural image of the bra-
less madonna, content merely to bake bread and have sex with her "old man."
The male hippie became a figure to condemn. "Here they come," mocked
writer Leni Wildflower at the end of the '60s, "Those strutting roosters, those
pathetic male chauvinists. . . . Here come the freaks in those tight bell-bot-
toms, tie-dyed T-shirts which their 'old lady' . . . made for them. . . . Male
liberators, you are stepping on my neck."17 The flowering of a new "sister-
hood" that fused intimacy with a wariness toward men, nudged some het-
erosexual women into experimenting with lesbian relationships, and en-
couraged life-long lesbians to speak their minds. Could any man, trained as
he was to dominate the other gender, really make a woman happy? In the
erotic realm, at a time when porno theater marquees were pitching "THE IN-
CREDIBLE SEX REVOLUTION," feminists may have been asking the most
radical question of all.18

Were any revelations to be found in drugs? Since the '60s, it has been
risky to offer even the most qualified assent. Parents and teachers, govern-
ment officials and journalists condemn the chemicals most identified with
the bygone youth culture—marijuana, LSD, peyote, and psilocybin—as noth-
ing but instruments of self-destruction, for both individuals and society. Slo-
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The Making of a Youth Culture 155

gans like "Just say no" substitute for reasoned debate about the motivations
of drug users and the effect of the chemicals on mind and body. Members of
new generations consume the substances anyway, although few expect more
than a short-lived thrill. It is difficult to capture a time when many young
people, and not a few of their elders, believed the ingestion of certain sub-
stances was the pivot of a cultural renaissance. "Drugs were the fundamen-
tal text," remembered critic Geoffrey O'Brien, "If you had not read the book,
you couldn't participate in the discussion that followed."19 Or as rock icon
Jimi Hendrix sang, "'Scuse me, while I kiss the sky."

The most common drug in the '60s was marijuana, nearly as ubiquitous
in youth communities as was bottled beer everywhere else in America. The
potency of the "grass" smoked or swallowed varied widely—from the hallu-
cinogenic to the mildly intoxicating. As with any consumer product, so did
the price. That marijuana had been illegal since 1937 (simple possession was
a felony in many states) did little to slow the commerce. It may even have
increased it, as young people bonded against what seemed an irrational, vin-
dictive prohibition. Few restrictions were placed on sales of alcohol and to-
bacco products, despite the obvious risks to public health. So why were Amer-
ica's rulers and many conservative citizens so frightened by the dreamy, often
erotic qualities of marijuana? The answers only heightened the cultural con-
flict that Allen Ginsberg and his friends had declared in the mid-'50s.

But it was LSD, the acronym for lysergic acid diethlyamide #25, that oc-
casioned the greatest claims and the greatest censure. Ginsberg journeyed to
Auschwitz in 1967 and, standing before the entrance to the camp where Nazis
had slaughtered millions of Jews and other victims, glibly recommended "that
everybody who hears my voice, directly or indirectly, try the chemical LSD
at least once, every man and woman and child in good health over the age
of 14." Fellow poet Gary Snyder commented, more prosaically, "Acid just
happened to turn up as the product of this particular society, to correct its
own excesses."20

Such statements appalled Theodore Roszak, a professor at San Francisco
State, who popularized the term "counter-culture." "The gadget-happy Amer-
ican has always been a figure of fun," wrote Roszak in 1969, "because of his
facile assumption that there exists a technological solution to every human
problem. It only took the great psychedelic crusade to perfect the absurdity
by proclaiming that personal salvation and the social revolution can be packed
in a capsule."21

Ironically, the object of so much promise and dread was discovered by
accident. One April day in 1943, Swiss chemist Albert Hofmann was at work
near Geneva at the sprawling complex of Sandoz Laboratories. Hofmann de-
cided to synthesize a fresh batch of a compound made from rye fungi that
he had created five years earlier and put away. In the process of mixing the
chemicals, Hofmann spilled a small amount on his fingertips. Quite soon, his
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156 America Divided

diary notes, the scientist was overcome by "a remarkable but not unpleasant
state of intoxication, characterized by an intense stimulation of the imagina-
tion and an altered state of awareness of the world." He closed his eyes and
"there surged before me a succession of fantastic, rapidly changing image[s]
of a striking reality and depth, alternating with a vivid, kaleidoscopic play of
colors." This continued for almost three hours. Albert Hofmann had taken
the world's first acid trip.22

After World War II, Sandoz quietly began marketing LSD to psychiatrists
and other scientific researchers in Europe and North America. But, in the
United States, two quite different sorts of client latched onto the amazing
compound. One, predictably, was the bohemian artist who sought to test and
broaden the imagination. Early trippers included jazz musicians Thelonious
Monk and Dizzy Gillespie, as well as British novelist Aldous Huxley, then a
resident of southern California. But an equally keen customer was the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency.

Hofmann's invention seemed, at first, to be a spymaster's dream come
true. Under its influence, an enemy agent might divulge secrets lodged deep
in his or her unconscious. LSD had neither odor, color, nor taste. Small quan-
tities sprayed into a room or diluted in a water supply could, it was hoped,
defeat one's foes humanely. Disoriented and frightened, they would simply
surrender.

During the 1950s, the agency spent millions of dollars to test the mira-
cle drug. One group, working out of CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia,
did some self-experimentation. A staff member would dose his morning cof-
fee with LSD and then become subject for a day. One man wept after trip-
ping and refused "to go back to a place where I wouldn't be able to hold on
to this kind of beauty."23 Another ran across a bridge over the Potomac River
and went temporarily mad before his colleagues rescued him. Every auto-
mobile, he swore, looked like a bloodthirsty monster.

The CIA and the Army's Chemical Corps also tested LSD on hundreds
of unwitting subjects, despite a provision of the Nuremberg Code, signed in
the wake of the Holocaust, that forbade such experiments. Some of the vic-
tims were government scientists, others were prisoners, mental patients, and
clients of prostitutes—all coerced into doing their bit for national security.
A handful of suicides resulted, and a larger number of severe psychoses. And
the CIA gained nothing. By the end of the '50s, those in charge abandoned
research on the "magic" drug. Under its influence, subjects had failed to give
accurate information and often failed to concentrate on the interrogation
process itself.

In the meantime, however, word of the drug's existence had reached the
Ivy League. At Harvard's Department of Psychology, junior professors Tim-
othy Leary and Richard Alpert began in 1960, giving psilocybin mushrooms
to selected students and other curious guests—including Allen Ginsberg.
Within two years, the pair had graduated, enthusiastically, to LSD. They du-
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tifully published scientific papers on their research in respected academic
journals. But fellow professors criticized them for indulging freely in the drugs
under study, and parents complained when, according to Leary, "bright
youths phoned home to announce that they'd found God and discovered the
secret of the universe."24 In 1963 Leary left Harvard and became a relentless
promoter of LSD consciousness. After Congress outlawed the drug in 1966,
a series of arrests only added to his fame. Alpert began a personal voyage that
soon resulted in his conversion to Hinduism and a change of name to Baba
Ram Dass.

Among the young, the ban on LSD only enhanced its luster. By the late
'60s, one could buy the drug in most college towns and big cities. The great-
est supplies, and lowest prices, could be found on either coast. In Berkeley,
a young chemist known as Owsley (short for Augustus Owsley Stanley III)
got rich producing some 12 million high-quality doses from his own under-
ground laboratory and distributing them throughout northern California.25

A certain lore grew up around the potent liquid. Which form of it was
purest and strongest—on a square of blotter paper, on a slab of clear gelatin,

LSD as liberator, according to underground cartoonist Gilbert Shelton, c. 1969. Source: Con-
nections
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or on multicolored tablets? The drug's allure was enhanced by learning that
many of the world's most prominent rock musicians were using and writing
songs about it—the Beatles, Bob Dylan, the Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix, the
Grateful Dead, and Jefferson Airplane. LSD never achieved the popularity—
or cultural acceptance—of marijuana which became ubiquitous in mass gath-
erings of the college-aged young by the late 1960s. But "tripping" had be-
come an indispensable rite of initiation; one emerged from the experience
with matchless stories to tell.

One set of these tales brimmed with oracular glory, while another set
warned against the equation of self-knowledge with getting high. It was safest
to take LSD with a band of friends, at least one of whom had tripped before.
Such an environment could help create an experience of intense pleasure and
emotional catharsis. A group of trippers might begin by talking quietly and
listening to music; then one person would notice an object in the room, on
the grass, or just focus on a stray remark and mention it to the others—and
the whole gathering would break into wild laughter.

Many spoke of feeling saner and more aware of their thoughts while "on
acid" than during normal life. The chemical laid bare one's obsessions and
focused the mind on what seemed the greater spiritual unity present in the
natural world—a common theme of mystics in a variety of cultures. As Al-
dous Huxley wrote about a trip on mescaline, whose effects mirrored those
of LSD: "what Adam had seen on the morning of creation—the miracle, mo-
ment by moment, of naked existence . . . flowers shining within their own
inner light and all but quivering under the pressure of the significance with
which they were charged."26 In mundane terms, LSD made it possible to have
a decent conversation with a tree.

But if LSD opened a portal to the extraordinary, it also screened out the
rational. Trippers mistook the obvious for great insight; acid wisdom often
reduced itself to disjointed rambling about the wonders of a drink of water
or the setting sun. The day after he first took LSD, the writer Arthur Koestler
told Timothy Leary, "This is wonderful no doubt. But it is fake. . . . I
solved the secret of the universe last night, but this morning I forgot what it
was."27

The belief that acid was a magic potion that would change one's life—or
the arrangements of society—was a terrible delusion. Serious depression
struck many a persistent tripper, and some turned to drugs like heroin to
soothe a mind jarred and jazzed instead of opened. To parry "straight" crit-
ics, acid devotees routinely cited all the legal chemicals—caffeine, nicotine,
tranquilizers, barbiturates—that Americans consumed in huge quantities. By
what right, they asked, do you condemn our choice of drugs? But the ques-
tion negated the claim that psychedelics were a force for liberation. In the
'60s, the Du Pont company began to advertise itself as providing "Better Liv-
ing through Chemistry." Hippie street merchants sold buttons and multicol-
ored posters emblazoned with the same words.
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And the bond of drugs produced some horrific consequences. Thousands
of young people moved to San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury neighborhood
("the Haight") in the mid-'60s seeking, as had the Beats a decade earlier, both
sensual thrills and spiritual enlightenment. Such brilliant local bands as the
Grateful Dead and Jefferson Airplane catered to the new bohemians. Soon
the lush green hills of Golden Gate Park, adjacent to the Haight, were packed
with barefooted adolescents and young adults getting high on marijuana and
LSD. Many of these people had little or no money and no plans to get a job.
So they lived off the generosity of relatives, local businesses and, for several
months, a group of anarchists called the Diggers who distributed free food
and used clothing.

The Haight was an instant village with no moral center, where drugged-
out vapidity passed for self-knowledge. Writer Joan Didion spent several
weeks there in the spring of 1967 and sent back numbing reports from the
new cultural front: young people shifting to hard drugs like heroin and am-
phetamine after a spate of "bad" acid trips, adopting new lovers and new "or-
ganic" diets with the same mercurial bemusement. Didion met one 5-year old
girl who remarked, quite matter-of-factly, that she was "in High Kinder-
garten"; her mother routinely dosed her with LSD and peyote. What she had
witnessed, remarked Didion, was "the desperate attempt of a handful of pa-
thetically unequipped children to create a community in a social vacuum."28

The Haight was clearly a village without a future.
In contrast, rock and roll was definitely here to stay. The music rapidly

conquered the tastes and swayed the emotions of people whom other aspects
of the youth culture had only grazed. LSD and sexual liberty were repellent
to most churchgoing whites and blacks in the South. But they generally adored
both Chuck Berry and Elvis Presley; soul singers like Aretha Franklin and Otis
Redding also claimed fervent fans on both sides of the color line. By the mid-
70s, Americans were spending more on rock tapes and records than on movies
and sports events—and four-fifths of all recordings were rock. All over the
globe, young people who could buy or borrow a guitar were trying to emu-
late the musical avatars whose sounds filled the air and their imaginations.

The diffusion of rock and roll was one of the wonders of the postwar
world. Emerging in the early '50s from the urban black music called rhythm
and blues, rock quickly revealed its protean nature, altering every species of
popular music—folk, country and western, jazz, romantic pop, Mexican bal-
lads, even Christian hymns. Cheap, portable devices—the transistor radio and
the 45 rpm recording—as well as high-quality car radios helped weld rock
fans to their music in a way no earlier style had matched. The pioneers of
rock seldom paused to reflect upon the cultural sea change they had initi-
ated; they were content to reap the rewards of fame, monetary and otherwise.
Still, as critic Greil Marcus wrote, "they delivered a new version of America
with their music, and more people than anyone can count are still trying to
figure out how to live in it."29
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160 America Divided

The newness began with a critical truth: the roots of rock and roll were
mainly black. The term itself derives from services held in rural Holiness
churches in the Deep South during the '20s and '30s. There, congregations
of African-American laborers and domestics "rocked and reeled" to fast,
bluesy rhythms played on guitars, horns, and drums. Since the days of slav-
ery, the black church had been developing a style of singing—the call-and-
response pattern and percussive accents that artists like Ray Charles and James
Brown adapted to secular purposes in the 1950s. At the same time, the cre-
ators of rock freely borrowed whatever they needed—melodies, chord pro-
gressions, lyrics—from other musical traditions; particularly significant were
the ballads and twangy guitar sounds of Scotch-Irish Protestants whose an-
cestors had settled in the foothills and mountains of the South. But rock and
roll always remained a hybrid grafted from robust black stock.

Ironically, that helps to explain why rock had such enormous appeal to
young Americans who knew nothing of gospel music and didn't suffer from
Jim Crow. Like the Beats, many whites in high school and college viewed
black popular culture as a vibrant, emotionally honest alternative to a dom-
inant culture they experienced as safe, boring, and hypocritical. In his 1957
essay "The White Negro," Norman Mailer had made clear that "in this wed-
ding of the white and the black it was the Negro who brought the cultural
dowry."30

Mailer's own examples were jazz and marijuana, but rock music provided
more salient and infinitely more profitable ones. Elvis Presley modeled him-
self on black bluesmen like Arthur Crudup, and one of his first hits was a
cover of Crudup's "That's All Right." In 1956 Elvis said of his music, "The
colored folks been singing it and playing it ... for more years than I know.
. . . I used to hear old Arthur Crudup bang his box the way I do now, and I
said if 1 ever got to the place where I could feel all old Arthur felt, I'd be a
music man like nobody ever saw."31 Across the Atlantic, white British groups
like the Beatles and the Rolling Stones started out playing blues for youths
like themselves who longed for the raw authenticity symbolized by such black
artists as Muddy Waters and Howlin' Wolf.

The emerging demigods and demigoddesses of rock and roll were hardly
the first young whites to adopt black styles. In the nineteenth century, min-
strel shows featuring white actors pretending to be slaves were the nation's
most popular form of entertainment. In the 1920s, white performers imbibed
from the rich Creole musical traditions of New Orleans to create jazz bands
that, along with the black combos of Duke Ellington and Count Basic, dom-
inated the airwaves and record charts through the 1940s.

Rock, however, carried a generational charge whose power transcended
the sphere of racial borrowing. Spurred by wartime migrations and the end
of child labor, teenagers from diverse class backgrounds began flooding into
high schools that once had been the nearly exclusive province of affluent
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whites. Old barriers between musical traditions fell quickly too, as young
bands scavenged through a cornucopia of ethnic styles.

Social mingling spawned a taste for rebellion. During the mid-'50s, George
"Hound Dog" Lorenz, a white disk jockey broadcasting from Buffalo, gained
a huge following among young people of all races. Lorenz sported a goatee
and purple trousers, used the "jive" lingo then associated with black musi-
cians, and was a hero to working-class kids who chafed at the self-disciplined
lives their parents had led. Meanwhile, in East Los Angeles, Mexican-
American teenagers like Ritchie Valens were writing and playing rhythm and
blues songs with bilingual lyrics.

But rock was not a political insurgency. Cultural leftists like John Sin-
clair and Abbie Hoffman, a former civil rights organizer, certainly tried to
harness the music to their ideological purposes. The White Panthers were an
outgrowth of Sinclair's rock band, and Hoffman hailed the birth of a quasi-
revolutionary "Woodstock Nation" after the music festival held in a pasture
north of New York City in the late summer of 1969 that attracted half a mil-
lion people who got stoned and frolicked in the mud.

Such efforts to hitch the culture of rock and roll to political rebellion in-
variably flopped. The crowd at Woodstock booed the flamboyant Hoffman,
when, high on LSD, he began denouncing the arrest of Sinclair for posses-
sion of marijuana. Peter Townshend, leader of the Who, promptly whacked
Hoffman off the stage with his guitar. Rock musicians, even more than most
artists, mistrusted political figures who wanted them to articulate a certain
message they themselves had not conceived. "Won't get fooled again,"
chanted the Who in one of their more memorable songs.32 For reasons of
ego or creativity, few rock and rollers joined any contingent of the radical
movement. "My music isn't supposed to make you riot," explained Janis
Joplin, "It's supposed to make you fuck."33

Joplin's own life demonstrated rock's power to reinvent the individual—
and its limits as liberation. Growing up with bad skin and a weight problem
in the working-class town of Port Arthur, Texas, Joplin had few friends and
little prospect of a brighter future. She spent a good deal of time in her room—
listening to and writing music, making her own clothes, and taking drugs. A
few years after high school, Joplin moved to San Francisco when the
Haight-Ashbury scene was in full flower. There, backed by the exuberant
band Big Brother and the Holding Company, she began to sing the blues in
a most arresting fashion.

To hear Joplin's renditions of such blues standards as "Ball and Chain"
and "Piece of My Heart" (originally recorded by black artists) was to glimpse
a woman in the throes of shredding her inhibitions by displaying her pain.
Joplin alternately moaned, screeched, and purred the lyrics—evoking agony
and ecstasy in equal measure. She lured hordes of both male and female fans;
the latter copied her wardrobe (feather boas, flowered shifts, and strand upon
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162 America Divided

]anis Joplin with Big Brother and the Holding Company, 1968. Source: Archive Photos

strand of costume jewelry) and a bit of her bawdy toughness. "It was seeing
Janis Joplin that made me resolve, once and for all, not to get my hair straight-
ened," recalled critic Ellen Willis.34

But adulation did not make Joplin happy. "Onstage I make love to 25,000
people," she told a reporter, "then I go home alone."33 After a half-decade of
performing, her voice was reduced to a rasp, and she was punctuating road
trips with frequent shots of heroin and hard liquor. Once famous for a man-
ner both brash and gentle, Joplin had turned into a bitter and desperate
woman. In 1970, she died from an overdose of heroin. Like other rock stars
who killed themselves in similar accidents (Elvis Presley and Jimi Hendrix,
most prominently), she could not bear the thought of living in the twilight
after her surge into the spotlight was done.

Yet millions of young rock fans experienced rock and roll not as romantic
tragedy but as a series of tiny discoveries. They quoted and sang scraps of
lyrics at school, work, and in bed; melodies, rhythms, and chord changes be-
came elements of a secret language that lost everything in the translation.

Consider the tangled history of "Louie Louie," a song written and first
recorded in 1956 by Richard Berry, a black musician from Los Angeles, with
his band, the Pharoahs. At home in LA's multiracial potpourri, Berry heard
a local Filipino group that sang mostly in Spanish play a version of the tune.
He reworked the melody into a mixture of calypso (a popular craze at the
time) and a cha-cha, then added new lyrics. A Jamaican sailor tells a sympa-
thetic bartender named Louie about the love who waits for him at home:
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"Three nights and days we sailed the sea. Me think of girl constantly. On the
ship, I dream she there. I smell the rose in her hair. Louie, Louie, me gotta
go."36

The song had a catchy Caribbean beat, the meld of Latin and African
styles. But it was heard mainly on the West Coast and sold a decidedly mod-
est 40,000 copies. Berry, who received just two cents per record, moved on
to other projects. But, near Seattle, a young white singer named Rockin' Robin
Roberts found a copy of "Louie, Louie" in a remainder bin and decided to
make the tune his own. Roberts wailed the lyrics instead of crooning them
and added the phrase, "Let's give it to 'em, right now!" which turned the song
into a sexual anthem of sorts. In the Pacific Northwest, his version became
a regional hit.

One spring morning in 1963, the Kingsmen cut another recording of
"Louie, Louie" in their hometown of Portland, Oregon, and unintentionally
created a rock legend. While rehearsing the tune, Jack Ely, the band's lead
singer, had to strain to reach the microphone above him; fatigue and the
braces on his teeth caused him to slur the lyrics even more. The drummer
and lead guitarist were nervous and so performed more crudely than in their
many live gigs. Having finished the unpolished run-through, the Kings-
men were amazed to hear their manager rave, "That was great, man, you
never did that song better."37 Disk jockeys were soon playing the song as a
novelty.

Through a manic whim of fortune, the Kingsmen's version of "Louie
Louie" rapidly shed its status as a joke recording and became the second-
best-selling single in the country. The rough instrumental was, no doubt, part
of the reason; it made the Kingsmen sound like a bar band at the climax of
a long night—careening somewhere between ecstasy and exhaustion. But
what made the song unforgettable was Ely's incomprehensible vocal. What
was that guy singing? Mythical lyrics proliferated. Most were pornographic,
transforming the lovesick sailor into an emblem of every teenaged boy's lust-
filled fantasies. Parents and ministers protested, and J. Edgar Hoover's FBI
soon took up the case. Following more than two years of an investigation
that employed the latest in audio technology, the bureau concluded that the
lyrics were "unintelligible at any speed."38 Remarkably, no agent ever ques-
tioned Jack Ely.

Such stupidity helped ensure "Louie Louie" a long and prosperous life.
If the raunchy-sounding song was officially deemed a cultural menace, then
it had to be good. In decades to come, over 200 different versions were
recorded—by punk bands, surf bands, swing bands, Latin bands, Russian
bands, French bands, two college marching bands, and the comedian John
Belushi for the soundtrack of the movie Animal House. When Richard Berry
died in 1997, the New York Times graced him with a lengthy obituary, solely
because of his creation of a sea chantey then more than four decades old.
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Berry had lived to see "Louie Louie" enshrined in the cultural pantheon of
the '60s—a mediocre song that became an underground phenomenon and
grew over time into a quirky kind of generational statement. Therein lay
the beauty of rock and roll; anyone of a certain age could appreciate the
joke.

In a society that now takes flamboyant self-expression for granted, the
youth culture of the 1960s may seem no more than a grand hedonistic fling.
How could millions of American kids have equated smoking dope, having
sex, and listening to rock 'n' roll with the making of radical change? Granted,
the pursuit of individual happiness, enhanced by new consumer products,
was not an innovation on the American scene. And many young people only
dabbled with new sounds and substances or strained to act hip—often in-
juring themselves and others in the process.

But thoroughgoing cultural rebels—following the Beats—were seeking to
build self-regulating communities that would heal and transcend the multiple
ruptures—of race, class, religion, and political ideology—that embattled their
elders. "Freedom"—sexual and chemical—was supposed to be only a means
to that end. In its Utopian moments, the youth culture groped towards be-
coming what German emigre philosopher Herbert Marcuse (a popular writer
and teacher in the '60s) called, "the Great Refusal—the protest against that
which is."39 Radicals believed that the path to defeating repression, both so-
cietal and personal, lay in the rapid spread of a sensual, creative lifestyle. In
an economy whose abundance would be equally shared, millions would co-
operate to build a more pleasurable world. In 1968 the young French radi-
cal Daniel Cohn-Bendit put it well, "I am a revolutionary because it is the
best way of living."40
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